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About this guide
This document has been created to help you target the HPE 
installed based and new customers with HPE Nimble Storage 
solutions. This includes InfoSight, All-Flash, Adaptive Flash and 
HPE Cloud Volumes options.
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What is Nimble Storage?
HPE Nimble Storage brings high performance flash storage 
and HPE InfoSight predictive analytics together to achieve fast, 
reliable access to data and 99.9999% guaranteed availability.

220
better price performance balance

up to
HPE Nimble Storage is a radically simple unified family of All 
Flash, Adaptive Flash and Multicloud storage. Easy to deploy 
and use, and featuring the HPE Store More Guarantee, HPE 
Nimble Storage offers the best all flash capacity per TB in 
the industry, with next generation hardware delivering up to 
220% better price performance balance.

HPE InfoSight transforms how storage is managed and 
supported – proactively preventing problems with artificial 
intelligence. This results in dramatically lower TCO across 
your customer’s entire infrastructure. All arrays include all 
inclusive licensing, easy upgrades, and flexible payment 
options – and are future-proofed for new technologies,  
such as NVMe and SCM.
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Why InfoSight is important
HPE InfoSight addresses TCO challenges by analysing millions 
of sensors every second to prevent problems – not just in your 
customer’s storage environment but across their infrastructure.

Predicts and prevents problems 
HPE InfoSight constantly watches over the environment and 
predicts problems, even those outside of storage. And, if it 
uncovers an issue, HPE InfoSight proactively resolves it and 
prevents other systems from experiencing the same problem.

Sees what others can’t 
HPE InfoSight sees from the past to the future across your 
entire infrastructure. It takes the guesswork out of managing 
infrastructure and simplifies planning by accurately predicting 
capacity, performance, and bandwidth needs.

Transforms support 
Since 86% of problems are auto-resolved, HPE Nimble 
Storage eliminates the need for Level 1 and 2 support. Speak 
directly to Level 3 in the rare case you need support. Never 
recreate a problem, send log files, or be escalated again.
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How InfoSight works
HPE InfoSight eliminates wasted time and headaches  
by transforming how storage is managed and supported.

Through cloud-based predictive analysis and machine 
learning, HPE InfoSight predicts and resolves 86% of 
problems before your business is impacted and ensures 
99.9999% of guaranteed availability. As it analyses millions of 
sensors every second, all customers benefit as their systems 
get smarter and more reliable.

For example, if InfoSight detects a faulty switch or router in 
the network, it will highlight this to the network administrator 
before it fails. This gives the network administrator the 
opportunity to replace the faulty component before it causes 
a system failure and costly downtime.

HPE InfoSight watches over your infrastructure 24x7, so you 
don’t have to spend your days, nights and weekends dealing 
with storage issues anymore.
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InfoSight elevator pitch
HPE’s vision is a data center that 
is autonomous – one that no 
longer needs constant attention, 
manual tuning, and reactive 
troubleshooting.

Powered by artificial intelligence, this is a data center where 
the infrastructure self manages, self heals, and self optimises.

HPE InfoSight is the industry’s most experienced AI and it 
fundamentally transforms how infrastructure is managed and 
supported. Through cloud-based machine learning, it predicts 
and prevents the problems that cause application disruptions 
and delivers the optimal performance and availability from 
the infrastructure it supports.

86%
of issues automatically  
opened and resolved

79%
lower storage operational 

expenses

99.9%
guaranteed  
availability

54%
of problems resolved  
are beyond storage
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The Nimble Storage portfolio
HPE Nimble Storage offers a range of options. It’s All Flash Arrays are suitable 
for high performance, latency sensitive workloads that require critical flash 
performance. Adaptive Flash Arrays are optimized for performance, cost per 
gigabyte, backup, and DR. They offer inline, always on de-duplication and are the 
industry’s most efficient hybrid arrays. Where data portability to the public cloud 
is required, HPE Cloud Volumes offers the solution for AWS and Azure users.

All-Flash Arrays 
Deliver predictive all-flash storage with 
99.9999% availability. Future-proofed for 
NVMe and SCM.

Adaptive Flash Arrays 
Hybrid flash for mixed, mainstream 
workloads. Secondary flash for backup  
and disaster recovery.

HPE Cloud Volumes 
An enterprise-grade multi-cloud storage 
service for running your enterprise 
applications on Amazon Web Services  
and Microsoft Azure.
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Before you sell: important considerations

InfoSight is HPE’s differentiator.  
Lead with it and highlight the TCO  
of automated problem solving.

You are likely to be competing against  
pure storage incumbent vendors  
(Dell/EMC & NetApps). HPE has  
a wider story.

Demo InfoSight to customers as  
early in the sales cycle as possible.

Use the Cloud Ready Message  
with HPE vendor.

HPE Nimble Storage All Flash arrays  
are targeted at performance or latency 
sensitive workloads where all flash 
performance is critical.

HPE Nimble Storage Adaptive Flash  
are suitable for most other mainstream or 
mixed workloads where customers are more 
focused on a price/performance balance.
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Example qualifying questions

HPE Nimble is simple 
to manage and ideal for 
customers with IT generalists. 
It’s easy to configure and 
automatically predicts and 
solves 86% of problems – 
eliminating the appgap.

Do you want to simplify 
IT management and 
your environment?

HPE InfoSight customizes a 
firmware upgrade path and 
blacklists unsuitable firmware 
to proactively prevent potential 
interoperability issues between 
storage, server, network and 
operating systems.

Do you often  
upgrade firmware  
to fix problems?

HPE InfoSight makes 
managing VM environments 
easy by quickly identifying 
if a VM performance issue is 
due to the host, network or 
storage array. You can reclaim 
or re-purpose under utilized 
VMs and get visibility of how 
non-critical VMs impact the 
performance of critical ones.

Do you use 
virtualization in  
your data center?

Are you experiencing problems 
managing legacy infrastructure, 
delivering predictable 
application response time, or 
spending a lot on maintenance 
costs? What’s holding you back 
from transitioning your entire 
storage footprint to flash?

Have you considered 
upgrading to flash 
arrays?



Winning strategy for HPE Nimble Storage

Sell the value and 
differentiation of the  
HPE Nimble HPE  
Storage Portfolio.

InfoSight is HPE’s 
differentiator –  
Lead with it.

Uncover the fundamental 
customer pain point  
or use case
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Predictive 
A.I. for the data center to predict  
and prevent issues and eliminate  
the pain of support.

Cloud-Ready 
Future-proof your environment  
with easy mobility between on 
premises and the public cloud.

Timeless 
Future proof your investment with  
all inclusive licensing, guaranteed 
availability, flexible upgrade and 
payment options.

An artificial intelligence (AI) platform  
that transforms how infrastructure is 
managed and supported.

Through cloud-based machine  
learning, HPE InfoSight eliminates  
disruptions, wasted time, and the 
pain of managing infrastructure.

Simplicity & Performance 
All Flash Arrays

Mixed workloads 
Adaptive Flash Arrays

Public cloud users 
HPE Volume Clouds
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Objection handing
Incumbent vendors will robustly defend their positions. Be aggressive 
against all competition because HPE Nimble has a stronger story.

True predictive analytics:  
Operational simplicity is the #1 reason 
customers choose HPE Nimble Storage over 
the competition. Nimble achieves greater 
than 99.9999% measured availability across 
its entire installed base. And, with machine 
learning, arrays continually gets smarter.

Common platform for All Flash and Hybrid 
Flash: Unlike Pure Storage, Nimble spans 
all-flash and hybrid flash options enabling 
customers to setup disaster recovery at a 
third of the cost. Applications move between 
arrays without interruption.

Cloud-ready: HPE Cloud Volumes, an 
enterprise grade storage service for Amazon 
Web Services and Microsoft® Azure, make 
Nimble arrays cloud-ready. EMC and Pure 
Storage are limited to on premises storage 
deployments only.

Efficient and scalable: Industry leading flash 
efficiency with always on inline de-duplication 
and compression to achieve up to 5X or 
more data reduction at the perfect price / 
performance capacity spot. As a modular 
system, customers enjoy non-disruptive  
scale-up and scale-out.

Touts #1, Sells their leadership. 
Expose lack of innovation, old business 
models & company chaos.

Differentiates on Cloud and NAS. 
Expose lack of end-to-end 
infrastructure solutions.

Positions “Modernization”. 
Expose them as a one trick  
pony with a limited ecosystem.
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In conclusion. Why HPE Nimble Storage?
Why flash? Customers high performance 
storage that’s simple to buy, use and upgrade, 
without compromising features and reliability.  
Flash delivers.

Close the “app-data gap”: Data must 
be instantly available. Any slowdown or 
disruption across the infrastructure stack 
(storage, networks and servers) causes an 
“app-data” gap that disrupts data delivery  
and slows down business. HPE Nimble 
Storage closes the app-data gap.

Full stack predictive analytics: Over half 
of issues that cause the “app-data gap” do 
not have storage roots. lnfoSight Predictive 
Analytics anticipates and prevents problems 
across the infrastructure stack and identifies 
future needs. lnfoSight gets to the root cause 
with zero finger pointing.

Customer friendly business model:  
The Timeless Storage™ Guarantee, included 
with all HPE Nimble Storage arrays means 
all inclusive software, flat support pricing, a 
satisfaction guarantee and an option for a free 
controller upgrade after 3 years that is at least 
25% faster than existing installed models. 

Transformed support experience:  
lnfoSight uses cloud-based analytics  
and machine learning to automatically  
resolve 86% of problems before a customer  
is even aware a problem exists.



2. Positioning 

Understand your customers needs and present them  
with the correct solution.

All-Flash Arrays - Target Customers  
• SMB – Enterprise

Adaptive Flash Arrays - Target Customers 
• SMB 
•  Enterprise/Remote or Branch Offices 

(ROBO)
• Entry to Enterprise

HPE Cloud Volumes - Target Customers 
• Enterprise level including: 
 - CIO/Exec 
 - IT/Infrastructure Manager 
 - Storage Buyers 
 - Application Owners
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Taking the next steps - Your guide to selling Nimble
When selling Nimble you should always aim to arrange a demonstration for 
the customer so they can see the benefits for themselves. Ingram Micro can 
support you with this.

1. Sell the Value  
and differentiation 
of the HPE Nimble 
Storage Portfolio.

•  Nimble  
is predictive

•  Nimble is  
Cloud Ready

•  Nimble  
is timeless

3. Remember your 
Sales Arguments 

•  Nimble offers true 
predictive analysis  
of your network

•  Nimble is  
Cloud ready 

•  Nimble provides a 
common platform  
for all flash and 
hybrid flash

•  Nimble is efficient 
and scaleable

4. Arrange a 
demonstration



Contact
To find your Ingram Micro contacts  
please visit ingramhorizon.com
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http://ingramhorizon.com/uk

